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The Plvng::
It was a Saturday afternoon in early September. John stood with Tommy at Jump-Off Point,
high above Forbidden Lake. It was a warm, clear
day, and the lake looked like a giant mirror-not
like Beaver Lake, which usually had a dull green
tint, but had been flat black on the night John's dad
had disappeared.
Both John and Tommy had a towel and a
swimsuit in their smuggled gym bags. John also
had his dad's diving knife, the knife John's mother
had given him for his birthday, the double-edged
Kershaw his dad had forgotten on his last dive.
Tommy was two months younger than John,
and had turned ten last Wednesday. Tommy had
wanted to take "The Plunge" to celebrate their
double digits, and had cajoled John until he had
given in.
"Whoa," Tommy whispered.
"Yeah," John muttered. His stomach flipflopped when he looked down the sheer rock cliff
to the water far below. It was higher than he had
thought.
Forbidden Lake was vaguely circular and
was surrounded by a tall, smooth cliff, except for
one part opposite of Jump-Off Point, which had a
steep path leading down to a narrow, rocky shore.
An old, fallen oak tree designated Jump-Off Point.
Most of it was half-buried in the rocky ground next
to a huge quartz-limestone boulder. The last seven
feet stuck out over the cliff like a pirate's plank.
Someone had sawn off all the branches and the tip
end, so it was as smooth and solid as a telephone

pole all the way to the end.
A rusty, barbed-wire-topped, chain-link fence
encircled the entire lake, about twenty yards back
from the cliff. Old metal signs clung to the fence
and warned KEEP OUT in peeling, black and white
paint. Once, Jason Watkins, who used to live up
the street from John, had been grounded by his
parents for coming here.
Tommy waved his arm at their reflections
below. "Hi guys! How's the water down there?"
The grown-ups never actually came here.
They didn't know where the holes in the fence were,
and it was too far from their world. Forbidden Lake
was way up in the hills, off the little road up to the
scenic trails which nobody visited. It was too far
from town, too far from Beaver Lake and its preserve for the ten pathetic beavers the tourists harassed during the summer. The only thing anyone
had to worry about was the monster, which John
had heard about from Kevin Sanders.
"It's really high, huh, John?"
"Yeah." He wasn't as sure of this as he had
been.
Kevin Sanders had been the best track runner ever known in Beaver County, and had gone
off to college that fall. He used to come up here
and go swimming and take The Plunge with his
friends. He had always called it Quarry Lake. Kevin
had been nicer than most high-schoolers, and had
sometimes spoken to John. Whenever John had
asked about Forbidden Lake, Kevin had told him
never to go there. He had always said that a monster lived in a cave at the bottom of the lake. He
had said that it was big and slimy, with long tentacles and sharp teeth, and that it would eat John
and his friends if they came. The story had kept
John away from the lake, until now.
"You gonna go first?" Tommy asked. He
had pulled off his shirt and had thrown it up on the
huge boulder the same way the high-schoolers had
hung their stuff. He was sitting down on part of the
half-buried trunk next to the cliff, with one shoe
5

untied. He looked up at John.
John looked back at Tommy. "Why me?"
"Well ... you're older," Tommy said.
''This was your idea." John looked over the
edge at the lake again, and again his stomach did
somersaults all the way down to the mirror-like surface. "You go first, or I'm not going."
Tommy grumbled as he took off the untied
shoe. Then he peeled off the sock.
John pulled off his shirt and tossed it next to
Tommy's. Then he started on his shoes. He tried
not to think about what Kevin had said about the
cave under Forbidden Lake, or about the monster
that lived there. What did it look like? Was it like a
fish? Did it swim in the lake? How many were
there? Did they live alone?
Tommy was down to his underpants and was
pulling them off. John turned away, still in his jeans.
He felt very warm.
"You're blushing!" Tommy giggled.
John turned back at Tommy. "Am not!"
"Are too!"
"So are you!"
Tommy threw his underpants at John. "Hurry
up!" Both boys were bright red and couldn't stop
laughing. They stood there looking at each other
and whooping, trying not to fall over.
While John pulled off his jeans and underwear, Tommy fumbled for his sky-blue trunks. On
the left leg, a goofy-looking beaver was standing
upright while BEAVER LAKE was spelled in neatly
cut logs across the butt.
John fished out his black, knee-length trunks
with the pocket on the right leg (the only piece of
clothing he had ever picked out for himself) and
pulled them on. After a few minutes, the boys were
able to stop laughing and could stand straight. John
pulled out his dad's diving knife.
The shiny knife had been made from one
flat piece of stainless steel. It was double-edged,
and a single groove ran lengthwise down the middle
of each side. Part of one edge was serrated, like a
6

little saw. Two holes had been cut through the
middle of the flat handle and were rimmed in black
rubber. A plastic case, attached to a waterproof
belt, held the knife's razor-sharp blade.
No monster had ever bothered his dad as
long as he had taken it diving. John believeatha t
monsters were afraid of it. With his dad's knife,
John knew he was safe.
Tommy stood on the oak, looking at the knife.
"Are you gonna take that?"
John knew what was coming. "Yes," he said.
"But don't you remember, John? Mr. Simpleton and Cheeky Beaver told the whole school that
we're supposed to stay away from stuff like that.
They can hurt you when you're not looking."
John didn't like Mr. Simpleton, and he hated
Cheeky Beaver. He snarled at Tommy. "You're
stupid, Tommy! It's my dad's knife, and he wouldn't
keep anything bad!"
Tommy took a step back. "But Cheeky Beaver ..."
"Is stupid! Beavers don't know anything!"
Their eyes locked in a battle of wills. Then
Tommy looked away, and the argument was over.
Tommy crouched in a runner's stance,
knees bent and one foot in front of the other. Then,
after two false starts, he ran down the oak trunk
and jumped off the end. John watched him fall.
He hollered all the way down and landed with a big
splash. He didn't come up for what seemed like a
long time. Then his head cleared the water, and
he whooped victoriously and called up to John. "You
gonna take all day, or did you cut your wrists already?" He swam away from where he'd landed.
"I'm coming!" John called. He stood, in his
knee-length trunks, on the oak at the edge of the
cliff. His heart was pounding, trying to burst out of
his chest. Sweat trickled down his back, and a
breeze made him shudder. What if it were swimming up from the bottom under Tommy right now?
He was a good swimmer, but if he jumped, could
he swim away before it got him?

"Come on, John! You can see almost to the
bottom!"
"I'm coming!"
John trotted down the log and hopped off
the end. The air roared in his ears as the lake
rushed up to meet him. He squeezed his eyes shut,
and his feet hit the water hard. Then he was in a
different world; it closed in on all sides and was
much more substantial than his world. The roaring
had stopped, and everything was quiet. Air bubbles
tickled him as they ran up his body. A terrible pain
crawled up to his stomach from the impact, then it
subsided. Then he swam to the surface and broke
back into his own world. When he looked back at
Jump-Off Point, he felt disappointed. The cliff didn't
look as high from the lake. He looked around for
Tommy but didn't see him.
"Tommy?" No answer. "Tommy?!" John
reached for his dad's knife and realized that the

sheath had come off the belt; the knife was gone.
He was seized by panic. His heart was pounding
again, and he swam for the shore as fast as he
could. It was here. It had eaten Tommy, and a
cloud of blood was going to float to the surface,
just like in the movies. It had eaten Tommy and
was coming for him. It knew that he had lost Dad's
knife. He couldn't get away. It had eaten Tommy,
and now it was his turn. All anyone would find would
be their clothes and towels. It was right beneath
him, rushing to the surface with its slimy jaws open,
full of sharp teeth.
"Hey, John!"
He stopped. Tommy was treading water
behind him, near the cliff wall, almost right under
the fallen oak.
"Where were you?" John asked.
"Down here! You lost your knife!"
"I know!"
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"I saw where it went. Come on!"
As John swam over to him, he noticed that
there was a deep, narrow crack in the cliff. It started
about a third of the way up and went all the way
down to the water.
"You have to go down some, and then you
can see it. It's down on the bottom in a hole."
Tommy took a deep breath and dived. John
took as deep a breath as he could and followed.
The water felt weird, different from the water in the public pools. It was a different world beneath the Forbidden Lake. It was silent, and the
shadows were deeper. The lake was deep; John
couldn't make out the bottom from the surface. The
crack continued underwater and got wider as it went
down. He could see Tommy right below him, swimming downward. As he swam after him, the bottom became clearer. It was mostly rock and sand,
not all muddy like Beaver Lake. Along the bottom,
there were long pieces of rusted metal, and small
fish darting about. In the bottom of the lake, coming out from the cliff, there was a steep, square
hole. It looked bigger than the pool outside Beaver
Lake Hotel. The crack ran right down into the hole
and looked much wider at the bottom, like a cave.
Tommy looked back, grinning, and pointed towards
the hole.
They both swam to the surface. John's head
broke out of the water, and he breathed in the sweet
air.
"It fell in that hole," Tommy said.
"It must be fifty feet down."
"Maybe not fifty, more like thirty or forty."
John splashed water at him 'Thanks a lot!"
They splashed at each other for a while, then
John floated on his back to rest. He remembered
the time his dad had taught him how to back float
in the shallows of Beaver Lake. John had sunk
again· and again, but Dad had just laughed. He
had patiently explained the right way to float and
had held him in his strong arms until John had gotten it right. Dad had always had time for him.
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The wind rustled the leaves of the trees at
the top of the cliff. The leaves had rustled the same
way the night his dad disappeared two years before.
John remembered sitting in his mother's lap
on the Beaver Lake shore all night, the dank lake
air in his nostrils. The noise of the idling engines of
the emergency vehicles from three counties, and
the loud snatches of radio talk had hurt his ears.
The flashing red and blue lights had made his head
hurt. The statue of the stupid fifteen-foot-tall beaver on its hind legs, outside the Beaver Lake Hotel,
had watched the whole thing with its goofy expression. He remembered how his mother had held
him so tightly that he could barely breathe as she
whispered that everything would be okay. But a
week later they had buried an empty casket. John
had always wondered if Dad had been eaten by
the same kind of monster that Kevin had told him
about.
John's dad had always kept a shotgun over
the mantle in the living room. But it had vanished
into his mother's room when Cheeky Beaver had
come along. Eventually, a small plastic version of
the stupid beaver statue had appeared in its place.
John wanted to hold onto whatever part of
his dad that he could. His mind made up, he took a
deep breath and dived. He swam down, following
the crack. He used gentle movements, conserving
his air the way his dad had taught him. The hole
became visible, and he kept swimming.
Forbidden Lake was even deeper than it had
seemed. The water pressed in on him; his lungs
started to hurt. It was darker at the bottom, like
late evening, even though it was still the afternoon.
He could see that the crack widened to what looked
like a cave at the bottom. But his lungs were about
to burst, and he swam back to the surface, where
he gasped for breath. He tried several more times
while Tommy swam around on the surface, but it
was too far.
Finally, they swam to the far shore and

climbed out. They climbed up the path back to
Jump-Off Point without speaking and grabbed their
towels. Tommy stripped out of his suit, dried himself off, and started to dress. John wrapped his
towel around his waist and stood at the cliff's edge,
looking down at the lake. His dad's knife still lay on
the bottom of that other world.
Tommy was almost finished dressing when
he looked at John. "Come on John; it's too deep."
John stepped on a big rock near the tree,
and it shifted under his foot. He ignored Tommy
while he pulled it out of the dirt. It was heavy, maybe
heavy enough to pull him down to the bottom of the
lake.
"John, come on. We have to go home.
We're gonna get in trouble."
"Shut up, Tommy." John took his towel off
and lifted the heavy rock and hugged it against his
chest. He stepped on the oak and walked out over
the lake.
Tommy stared at him in disbelief. "You're
crazy."
"Just get my stuff and wait for me down on
the shore," he said. He looked down at the lake
below. Tommy was right; it was crazy, and nothing
like anything his dad had ever taught him about
diving. But Tommy's voice became distant and
unintelligible as John looked down at the lake below.
Kevin Sanders came to his mind. He remembered Kevin's warnings about Forbidden Lake
and his stories about the monster. John breathed
deeply. He almost backed away. He almost turned
around and went home with Tommy. Then he
thought of his dad.
John stepped off the end with the rock
clutched tightly to his chest. He held his breath
and shut his eyes as the world flew up. He hit harder
than last time, and the pain in his stomach wasterrible. He almost lost his hold on the rock, almost
lost his breath. He could feel the water moving
past him and the rock pulling him down.

John opened his eyes and saw the bottom
of the lake getting closer. Down he went, into the
world he hadn't been able to reach before. He could
see the hole almost directly below him.
His feet touched the rocky bottom. He
looked up and saw the surface of the lake, the point
where his world ended. He didn't belong in this
one; he couldn't breathe, and the pressure was
painful on his ears. The hole in the lake floor opened
a few feet in front of him. He saw the crack in the
cliff and walked towards it. His lungs started to
hurt.
The hole in the lake floor had an edge like a
table corner, as if it had been cut. It was maybe
ten feet deeper than the rest of the lake. It was
darker in the hole, and the water felt colder. Dad
had told him that sometimes meant there was a
current. The crack really did become a cave. It
opened in the lake wall near the bottom of the hole.
His dad's knife, in its broken plastic sheath, sat on
the bottom, in front of the cave.
John stepped off and floated down. The
pressure was worse, and his air was running out.
His arms were tired, but he didn't dare let go of the
rock yet. He was afraid of floating right back to the
surface. Dad had never taught him anything like
this.
His feet hit bottom, and he half walked, half
swam towards the cave entrance. The water was
freezing, and his skin was covered with gooseflesh.
His lungs were ready to burst again. He was completely alone; Tommy and all the beavers were in
the other world. The cave was taller than he was
and wide as a door. It was pitch black inside, and
he could feel the slight current coming from it.
John shifted the rock to one arm and scraped
his side in the process. He was a few steps away
from the knife when the monster swam out of the
cave.
It really was like a fish. It was beaver brown
and had several tentacles which came out of the
sides of its mouth. It had two large, purely white
9

eyes. John was surprised at its size, though it was
only about as long as his arm.
The monster slowly swam towards him, right
past the knife, completely unafraid. John's lungs
were on fire. He was getting dizzy. He couldn't tell
how long he had been under, but his time was running out. The monster swam close. The knife was
behind it now, out of his reach. Alone in the twilight, heart pounding in his chest, John faced the
monster which had eaten his dad. Desperately, he
swung his free arm at it. His hand solidly connected
with its slimy body. The monster swam off more
quickly than he would have thought it could move.
It disappeared into the darkness of the cave.
John took his last steps forward and grabbed
the knife-his knife. He glanced into the cave as
he dropped the rock. It was enormous inside, but
he was out of air. He kicked off the bottom and
shot out of the hole. He kicked a few times as his
ascent slowed, with his knife firmly in his hand and
his eyes fixed on the surface world. He couldn't
hold the air in his lungs any more; it was dribbling
out of his mouth and floating to the surface ahead
of him. Spots flashed everywhere he looked, like
emergency lights.
His head broke the water, and he coughed
and gagged as he gulped air. He almost sank back
under, but he struggled to the cliff. He jammed his
hand in the crack and rested. His arms and legs
felt like lead. He wasn't afraid that the monster
would follow him up. It was afraid of him now.
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He became aware of Tommy calling his
name. Slowly, he swam to the shore where Tommy
was waiting. Tommy helped him up and gave him
his towel.
"Are you all right?" Tommy asked. His eyes
were fixed on John's knife.
John nodded and smiled, but didn't speak.
He dried and got dressed. They climbed back up
the path and went to John's house.
At John's house, Tommy ran into the den to
watch TV. John went into the kitchen and opened
the fridge.
His mother came downstairs and into the
kitchen. Her dark hair was let down instead of the
way she wore it to the office, and she wore jeans
and a white blouse. She tousled his damp hair.
"Have you been swimming?" she asked.
John wore an innocent face and nodded.
"Yeah, me and Tommy."
His mother smiled an odd smile at him. She
bent down and kissed him, and then she looked at
him a long time.
"What is it, Mom?"
"I've just been thinking today about how
much of your father you have in you."
John smiled to himself. "Mom, can I have
Dad's shotgun?"
She looked at him and ran her fingers
through his hair again. She nodded. "When you're
older," she said. "You're not quite ready yet."
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1st place
Poetry

·----·
He is long past his prime,
this dusty old man-child beside my tour bus.
Filthy and flea-ridden , he runs like a dog
among the traffic of monstrous automobiles,
belching smoke and exhaust thick enough
to make the soldiers at the corner cover their mouths
as not to gag or swoon.
Foul, covered with some strange, yellow dust,
He is a bleached image of a child,
ever-so-slowly fading,
after so many hundreds of years of neglect.
Too weak to wash windows or plead in a loud voice
for small change,
He can only place his transparent hand
upon the car window,
Hoping his withered, aging face will speak silently
of the other tiny paper hand he holds open
-and empty.
Each time he tries.
Each carPerhaps the next one.
But, for some reason,
The lights change,
or the stench of his small, decaying body
drives them to shoo him away,
Close their windows to his world
of all-consuming thunder and fumes.
My fingers flip back and forth on the colorful play money.
I will give a blue bill to the guide,
who is rattling on about
the Corinthian columns:
"Overgrown baskets of gifts on a child's grave."
These are the pillars of the world.
Green light
and we shudder to a start,
Leaving him to drown in that diesel sea.
Tonight I shall listen to my silverware
clatter and clink as I pick at a meal
I am too full to eat.
What dying child
will this lullaby rock to sleep tonight
in this
cradle of democracy?
12
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of my angst-filled teens. On a trip to the Elvis museum in Gatlinburg, I met my first love. The King
wanted me to find a man who was, like me, a follower. So he sent me to a shrine to find the most

1st Place
Non-Fiction

deserving and dedicated of fans. The immature,
but faith-filled, young man I met was perfect for me.
He was an Elvis impersonator. We dated in a tremendously successful long-distance relationship for
more than a year. We were happy until he moved
from Memphis and started imitating James Dean.

I am a child of the King. I became dedi-

In my high school years, my faith helped me

cated to a life of faithful servitude during a pilgrimage when I was only three years old. Since then I

socially. On any given night during my senior year,
my house would be filled with people and the mu-

have been blessed by the spirit of my father's god-

sic of Elvis Presley. My young friends sought the
gyrating rhythms to fill the void in their empty lives.

Elvis Presley. My guardian angel is the King of
Rock 'n' Roll.
I started feeling the influence after I received
my first teddy bear. His name was Aaron. He often dressed in a black jacket and blue suede shoes.

Holding a plastic cup of Diet Pepsi in one hand and
gesturing to the King with the other, we solved the
problems of our time.
Like most followers of any god, I had my time

When the bulb blew in my night-light, he comforted

of doubt. Even though the King had successfully

me. All I had to do was pull the cord in his back
and he would belt out ''Teddy Bear'' to keep the

steered me through my life until I was eighteen, I

monsters away. I knew the spirit of the King had
descended into a medium-sized animal just to protect me.
When I was eleven years old, the King
started appearing to me in many different forms.

still harbored questions that forced me to seek a
new direction and possibly a new leader. Thus, for
three years I followed the beach music of Jimmy
Buffett and worshipped the pirate's parrot and rum.
My father prayed to the King to forgive my trespasses and my doubting nature. He asked for a
miracle to show me the true light once again. My

On my birthday, I opened presents to the glow of
the candlelight shining from my professionally deco-

father's pleas somehow reached the ears of his god,

rated Elvis cake. At Christmas, Santa left me post-

and I was painfully led back to the rightful King.

ers with that amazing face and hips printed life-

Like most quests for something to believe in, the
way back to Elvis was not easy.

size on the paper. At Easter, I received the icon.
My father (the leader of my spiritual quest) gave

I had to visit Heartbreak Hotel before I could

me a statue of the young King. The plaster piece
illuminated my room with a blue light that could only

come back into the circle of the faithful. My life
became the lyrics of a bad country song. I hit bot-

be the aura of such a great man. I knew the statue

tom with a broken heart and had only one place to

would be my guide through the turbulent teenage

go-back to the religion of my youth. Elvis once

years ahead. He would lead me safely in the unknown future. I would walk the path of the King.

again knew all the right words to say. He spoke to

His leadership was obvious in the early part

his soothing messages over and over in the
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me through the wonder of my CD player. I played

2nd place

photography

darkest hours of the night. Soon he had healed
my wounded heart and purged me of my doubt. I
packed my bags and left the infamous lodging for
the lonely.
My father thanked his god, and I went on
with my life leading to salvation. I stand tall and
step lively on the blue suede highway of life. I stop

only to rest, to turn the cassette over, and to buy
the occasional symbol of the faith at a local flea
market or truck stop gift shop. I will not lose my
way again. I keep a journal of my faith. I will keep
adding entries to my Elvis time line for the future
generations.
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Scott didn't need to look at the slip for the
Mathew s-one Jordon Cabernet and one Simi
Chardonnay from the Cruvinet. He poured the
wines, set them on the service counter, and redlined
the reorder slip. He looked out across the bar and
checked the progress of his own customers. Frank
Leonard's wife-Ru sty Nail with half Dewar's, half
Drambuie, and three ice cubes- sat alone at the
far end of the seven-seater bar watching her TV
He looked at the clock: 6:07. Damn. This
was going to be a slow night with only seven reservations. Cigarette smoke turned into a husky gold
color from the flames of the gas fireplace. The room
seemed to breathe against the panes of the window. Outside, snow was everywhere; millions upon
millions of whirling flakes dashed upon the ground,
covering the city of Bristol in a dulling white blanket. He tried to follow the path of a single flake, but
he lost it among the swirling throngs. He tried again
and again, but each passing flake blurred into the
flurried backdrop before crashing into its place with
a vague fury. His spirit fell into the rhythm of the
snow's stormy descent, and the world was silent
for a moment. A chill came down his spine, and he
shuddered. The music from the easy-listening station worked into the background of his mind. A gritty
taste began to work into his mouth.
"Helloooo Scott! Earth to spaceboy Scott!
Let's go now!"
He turned from the window and saw Jackice water with a lime wedge- at the service counter.
He walked over. 'What the hell is it, Jack?"
"Well, excuse the rest of us for working! I

and smoking her long, thin cigarettes. She looked
transfixed as the blue light strobed across her face.
Frank Leonard -bottle of Dom or Krug on good

days, extra dry Tanqueray martini, strained, three
olives, on bad ones-a lwayscame into the bar at
7:00 sharp to fetch her and take her into the dining
room for dinner. Her glass was three-quarters full.
She was doing just fine.
Past the bar were three tables on the floor.
The one behind Frank Leonard's wife was empty.
The Todds-t wo glasses of house champa gne-were goo-goo-eyeing at the table in front of the fireplace. He wanted to hose them down. They hadn't
even touched their wines. Directly in front of him,
at the table closest to the opening that led to the
dining room, were the two BernCorp boys-tw o
Maker's Marks with a splash of water--a nd a
stranger from Charlott e-Maca/ /an's, neat-ce lebrating the closing or opening of some business
deal.
The BernCorp flunky signaled to him for
another round by twirling a finger in the air and
pointing at Mr. Thomas. Scott poured the drinks,

need a reorder for the Mathews if you aren't too

put them on a tray, and took them to the table.
He knew whom to serve first. "Here you go,
Mr. Thomas." He set the drink down and removed

busy."

the empty glass.

Jack left the reorder slip on the counter and
went towards the kitchen. Scott glanced out the
window for a moment, but all he could see was

''Thanks, Scott. How long you reckon this
snow's gonna last us?"
"I dunno, Mr. Thomas." He moved to serve
the stranger. ''The forecast is calling for more of

whiteness. His mind turned back to his job.
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the stuff all the way through tomorrow. They say
it's the blizzard of the decade." He set the stranger's

grabbed a smoke. The manager told him to make
it a quick one. Scott lifted the service counter and

Scotch down and removed the empty glass.
"Well, Charlie here might not be able to fly

held it for the manager. Then he stepped out, lowered the counter, and walked towards the break

out tomorrow if this goes on."
Scott looked at the stranger. "Well, sir, a

room.

couple of days in Bristol never hurt anyone."
The stranger looked at him for a second and

The cooks had their back turned to him as
he walked across the kitchen. Papaw had gone
home to beat the snow. Scott checked himself in

then turned and faced Mr. Thomas. He chortled

the mirror and nearly knocked Susan over. She

and began to speak. Scott moved to serve Flunky
while the stranger talked. "Hell, Tennessee will rub

looked pissed and barely saw him. His groin pulled
at him as he smelled her pass by. When he heard

off on me if I'm not careful." He served Flunky without looking at him. "I'll end up calling my father

the voices, he understood and hesitated for a moment before crossing the red line.

Uncle Dad, forgetting to put my shoes on, and thinking Ex-Lax is some Muslim leader!" Mr. Thomas
and the flunky laughed politely. Scott double-

The Dishwashing Duo, Germy and
Squirmy-one Coke and one Mellow Yellow, no ice
in either glass-were taking up two of the seven

checked the table.
"Charlie, you got the story all wrong, son."
Scott took the dismissal and began to walk back

chairs. Both wore the damp short-sleeved shirts of
the lowly food service worker. Their paper hats

behind the bar with the empty glasses. He listened
to Mr. Thomas talk, even though he knew what was
coming. "You see, a few years ago when people
were still prospectin', the government put up a sign
in Charlotte that said, 'Free Land And Pretty Women
On The Other Side Of The Mountains!' and everyone who could read the sign came on over here to
Tennessee. The rest of y'all just stayed down there
in North Carolina where you belong." The men
laughed at this joke. Scott smiled from behind the
bar and redlined the BernCorp tab, adding fifteen
percent.
He looked over at Frank Leonard's wife. She
had lit a cigarette and held it vertically in her left
hand. He made her drink, set it down next to her
right hand while removing her empty glass, and
made a mental tally. He looked at the clock: 6: 16.
Damn. He needed a cigarette, too.
He caught the manager-1/2 O.J., 1/2 cranberry juice, with ice-walking by the service window and asked him to watch the bar while he

completed the picture. Scott took a deep breath
and nodded at the duo before sitting down across
from them. He lit up, breathed in, and felt his body
relax for a second.
Squirmy was talking. "Chicks are too sensitive these days. All she had to say was she don't
think the entrance to hell is a big vagina."
"No, I reckon." Germy Jerry turned towards
Scott and began to pull at a zit. "Hey, Scotty, ain't
you found a better job yet with that English degree
of yours? It's been a year now, ain't it?"
Squirmy winked at Germy. "Aww, man, leave
him alone, Jerry. He just come in here to smoke
his damn cigarette, not to hear your shit." Squirmy
turned towards Scott. "Is there any people comin'
in, man? I'm catchin' a buzz just sittin' here smokin'
so many cigarettes." Squirmy looked into his shirt
pocket and wriggled in his seat. "Hell, man, look at
this shit. I only got half a pack left."
"There's a few people in the bar and three
or four tables in the restaurant." Scott wondered if
the customers really understood what kinds of
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people they became virally linked to when they ate

Squirmy turned back to Germy and put his

in restaurants.
"Hey, Scotty, is Frank Leonard's chick out
there?" Germy's zit popped, oozed white stuff, then

hands behind his head. "Man, I rather be home
doggin' my own old lady instead a sittin' here on a
slow-ass snow day talking to your sorry ass."
"Squirmy bro, I rather be home fucking your

slowly began to bleed.
Squirmy picked up the ball. "Oh, man, she's
hot and juicy for bein' about forty-something-ish. I

old lady, too."

surely do loooove them little waists like she's got.

Ignored, Scott turned, crossed the red line,
and went back towards the bar with the echo of

Yeah, man, she's good lookin' if you're inta thaw-

their laughter in his ears.

ing out that frozen kinda meat."
"She has her problems like anyone else,"

He got back to the bar, and the manager
handed him another reorder ticket for the Mathews.

said Scott. Maybe he would go to graduate school.
"Yeah, man, like figurin' out how to spend
her old man's money. Man, I wonder if Frank has

He poured the wines, set them on the service
counter, and redlined the ticket. Jack picked them
up and sashayed them away. The manager took

ever just put her butt up against a window on a

the Goo-Goo-Eyed Horny Toads to their table in
the dining room. No tip. Damn. Frank Leonard's

cold ..."
"Hey, Squirmy, why don't you just be quiet
for a few minutes while I smoke this thing?"
"Don't let him get to you, college boy. He's

wife came into the room from what must have been

just fuckin' with you." The blood began to trickle

Her glass was still half full. She sat on her stool

down the dishwasher's face.

and fell back into her television.
The BernCorp flunky signaled for another

"Well, you think about it," said Scott. "How
would you two like to be married to that asshole?"
The duo didn't respond for a second.
"Why, I don't know if I'd be willing to share

a potty break. The BernCorp boys and the stranger
watched her all the way. Scott felt himself flush.

round. Scott made the drinks and took them to the
table, removing the empty glasses in the process.
He went back behind the bar and added the round

him with Jerry here." The two chuckled together.
"Fuck you, Squirmy."

of drinks to the tab. He looked at the clock: 6:37.
Damn.

"Man, you sure are wantin' to keep me busy
screwin' around, ain't you?" Squirmy turned back

Then all of a sudden, the stranger was there.
What the hell did that Charlie guy think he was do-

to Germy and smiled. "Hey man. I wonder if Frank
dogs her, man. That chick's always lookin' like she's

ing standing there next to Frank Leonard's wife?
The stranger touched her lightly on the arm. She

needin' to be dogged by somebody, like she's
needin' a little life stuck into her. I bet she mews

turned and recoiled, looking at the guy like she'd
been headlighted. What the hell was the guy do-

like a little kitten. Mew, mew. Oooh, oooh!" The

ing?

dishwashers laughed together.

"Come on Charlie, and leave her be." Mr.

Scott stood up. ''Try and shut the fuck up,
Squirmy!" He bent over and jammed his cigarette

Thomas was there. "She's very, very married, if
you know what I mean." Mr. Thomas looked to-

into the sand of the ashtray. The dishwashers
looked at him for a moment with smiles on their

wards the entrance.

faces.

"Okay, okay. What's the big deal?"
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Charlie looked around the room in confusion.

"Just come on." Mr. Thomas pulled on

at the loud voice and the big smile. "Set me up a

Charlie's arm.
They walked back to the table together. "I

Texas-sized brew there and let's celebrate the fine
weather we're having outside!" The guy would be

didn't mean anything. I was just going to talk to her

here all damn night.

for a second."

Scott poured the beer as Johnson sat on a

"I know. Say, Charlie, did I ever tell ya why
Jesus wasn't born in North Carolina?" The two men

stool. Johnson caught Leonard's wife's glance.
"Howdy there, Marilyn. How's life going for you?"

sat down, rejoining a stunned Flunky at the table.
"Ya see, ol' God took to lookin' around a bit ..."

She cocked her head, kind of smiled at him, and
turned back to her TV "Well, what a lively crowd

Hearing the old joke jarred Scott to duty. He
made the drink, placed it next to her right hand,
and removed the empty glass. She smiled weakly

we have at the OK tonight! Y'all are deader than
the stewed road-kill my mamma used to fix on Sun-

at him as she took it. He felt himself flush again.

day afternoon!" Scott put the beer in front of the
man. Johnson laughed to himself and drank from

He put the drink on the BernCorp tab.

the glass.

"... He couldn't find three wise men or a

Scott looked at the clock: 6:54. God damn.

virgin." Scott heard the sobering in the Boys' laugh-

He looked at Frank Leonard's wife. She was lighting another cigarette and watching her stupid tele-

ter and totaled their bill.
He went back to the service counter and

vision set.

found a reorder slip for the Horny Toads. He poured
the champagne, set the wines on the counter, and

'What's the matter, boy, don't you like snow?"

redlined Susan's ticket. The manager came to the
counter and asked him to pour the dish-punks some

"Why the hell not?"

soda. Scott smiled as he put extra ice into two
glasses and filled them with the soda. The manager took the glasses and walked back towards the
kitchen.
The BernCorp Boys rose from their table,

"No sir, not really."
"I spent four years in North Dakota when my
father was in the Air Force. I've seen enough snow
to last a lifetime."
''That's about depressing! Everyone should
like snow!"
"Sorry."

put their coats on, and began to leave. Flunky

"I'll tell you what, son. This room's looking

pointed towards Frank Leonard's wife and signaled
for Scott to put her drink on the company's tab. He

so desperate I'm gonna tell you the only joke my
mamma ever told me before she died, bless her

nodded to Flunky, who smiled , gave Scott the okay

soul, so listen up good. You ready?"

sign, and followed the other men out of the room.
He bussed the Boys' table and returned to
his post behind the bar. He looked at the clock:
6:52. Damn.
He heard Dan Johnson's laughter coming

"Sure."
"How many men does it take to change a
light bulb?"
He lied. "I don't know."
"One. He just holds the bulb and the whole

from the hall. "Son of a bitch." Frank Leonard's
wife turned from her TV He hadn't realized he had

world revolves around him!"

said it aloud.

to start a car while it was in gear. He looked over at
Mrs. Leonard. Her entire head was hazed from the

"Howdy there, Scott, my man!" Scott cringed

Scott heard a sound like someone had tried
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smoke she was snorting out of her nose and mouth.
Her hand hit her glass, and her drink spilled. Her

Like a bad dream, she shrank away in front
of his eyes. The color drained from her face, and
her eyes dulled and sank into her skull. Her smile

body began to rack from her coughing.
"You okay there, Marilyn?" Johnson asked.
She raised her head, showing tears and a smile,

was gone. A hand appeared at her shoulder. Scott
jumped back, startled. Then he saw the rest of the

before resuming her hacking fit. Scott had never

man.

seen her do that before.
"You're gonna have to file yourself with the

"What the hell's going on here?"
Scott squeezed the soiled napkins so hard

EPA with all that smoke you're blowing out." She

that the liquor that was trapped in them began to
run through his fingers. He didn't know what to

continued to giggle and hack in alternating cycles.
Scott thought Johnson might kill her with his joking
if he didn't stop pretty soon.
She slowly brought herself under control.
Scott poured her a glass of water and began to
clean her spill with bar napkins.
Johnson stood up from the barstool. "I'll tell
you what. You two see if you can't hold the fort
down while I go piss like a ten-dicked billy goat. I
guess y'all know how hard that can be."
"Good luck, Mr. Johnson."
"Thank you, son."
Scott removed the soiled napkins in front of
Mrs. Leonard. She caught his eye and he saw her
blush. "I guess I'm really showing my true colors
tonight."
He was surprised by the softness in her
voice, and he hesitated a second before replying.
"Well, let us sport us while me may."
"What did you say?" Her cheeks were fully
colored, and there was something about her that
put him on edge. He wasn't sure why he had said
it.
"It's nothing. It's just from an old poem."
"I know." Something came into her eyes that
made her beautiful. She leaned over the bar and
smiled. His groin pulled at him and, caught in the
illusion, he began to blush along with her. For a
desperate moment he thought she felt close to him.
She leaned back into her barstool. "The last man
to quote Marvell to me took my... "
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say.
"Nothing, honey." Her voice. "We were actually just talking about a poem we both knew." She
looked at Scott.
"A poem?" Frank Leonard looked at him too,
but in a very different way.
"Yessir."
The man looked back at his wife. "A poem?"
"Yes honey, a poem. Don't make a scene
about a little poem."
Frank looked at Scott like he was going to
rip his lips off. The man was just too fucking big, a
goddamn genetic mutant. He couldn't keep his eyes
from looking back at the man. He felt his testicles
retract. The man leaned over the bar-top and
looked down at him. He could smell the man's

breath-whiskey, probably Jack Daniel's-and
could feel the air move against his hair as the man
growled, "A poem?"
Howdy there, Frank! How's the capitalist
oppression going out in your neck of the woods?"
Frank leaned back to the other side of the bar and
looked at Scott even harder before turning towards
Johnson. The two men laughed, shook hands,
and said something to each other for a second.
Scott tried to look at Frank Leonard's wife, but she
wouldn't look back at him, keeping her eyes on her
husband instead. He hadn't seen her turn off the
television.
He felt as if his body had fallen asleep. His

limbs were numb. His vision was framed by a soft

"Looks like Frank just took a big shit on your

yellow haze. Her blues were gone. He could barely

daffodils, boy," Johnson said. "See what happens

hear the men laughing together. Frank Leonard

when I leave you alone for just a few minutes? Well,

began to move, and Johnson sat down at the

what can you do?" Scott had no idea what Frank

barstool. He watched Frank turn to him and say

Leonard had ordered, or what he should do about

something.

it. "How about them Cowboys? They stomped all

He felt himself nod his head. The

Leonards walked out of the bar. He saw Frank

over ... "

Leonard's back move through the doorway, and his

He looked at the clock without finding the

wife scurrying behind to catch up. And she was

time, then turned his gaze out the window. The

gone.

haze was clear. The wind had died down, and the
Scott took a deep breath and unclenched

snow was falling in an easy, familiar rhythm he could

his hand. The napkins fell to the floor in a wad. He

almost understand. And each flake was landing in

wanted a cigarette in a big bad way.

its rightful place ...

Kary Thomas, Untitled
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2nd Place
Poetry

The Ballad of Graybeard
by Tom McAvoy
I am a pirate of the heart.
My love knows no loyalty
and I sail alone.
Upon the seas of World History,
among a flotilla of desks,
sails a beautiful treasure.
Her dark hull curves gracefully
from stem to stern
and keel to mast.
Her sails are full moons
shining in the night, smiling
above the sea-spray.
Like a wayward moth,
I'm drawn to her light,
steadily to starboard.
Shall I meet her
in my aging sloop
with tattered sails?
Or would her captain (if he lives) open fire?
Worse yet, she should flee
from my approach.
I cannot chase hermy barnacled hull
cannot make the speed.
Though I wish to board her,
I cannot.
I can only spy on her
through my spyglass
as she swiftly sails
along the horizon.
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without damaging it. The bunny turned a corner,
kicked dirt in his face, and scampered away. Caesar looked so hurt at the rejection of his new-found
friend, we all laughed at him.

Non-Fiction

And, like all happy creatures, Caesar was a
moron. At the age of four months, he managed to
chew his way through an electrical cord. After the
screams and the bug eyes and the urine and the
shit, he actually barked at my father for unplugging the wire. Caesar went on to other items on

Caesar was big for a Dalmatian, standing

his little agenda, but the chewing of cords became

nearly thirty inches at the shoulders. He was bulked

an unbreakable habit for the dog. Every three
months or so, he would shock himself on the cur-

up and rippled as he ran. His spots were so defined it hurt your eyes to look at them. He had gor-

rent that ran throughout the house. With each
breakthrough, he urinated on himself and screamed

geous brown eyes the color of polished walnut. His
coat was always shiny. He was simply beautiful to

like a water buffalo in heat. He thrashed the Christ-

look at.

mas tree over in his second year with our family.

Caesar was also dangerously happy. Whenever the family came home from somewhere, he
greeted us by jumping vertically into the air like an

Only half the lights went out because of the way
the tree was wired up. He sure looked pretty that
time, with the multi-colored lights reflecting off the

armadillo shot with a .22. It didn't matter whether

whites and blacks of his coat. Every few months

you were gone five minutes or five days, the dog
was desperately frabjous to see you. You could

my father would rewire a TV set or a lamp or a
radio after the dog's joy ride on the voltage high-

hear his toenails scratching the door the moment

way.

you put the key into the lock. As he jumped, he
breathed an asthmatic breath and drooled on the
carpeting. You had to warn visitors to stand back
or they risked being scratched or moistened by the
spasmodic animal.
His happiness resulted in a gentle nature in
his dealing with others. When challenged by an-

After Caesar fried himself a few times, he
took to pissing without lifting his leg; he just kind of
stretched forward and let it flow. In any kind of
wind, he would pee on his legs. I can't explain
how there was a connection between the electricity and the dog's urinating habits. I just know. A
moron.

other dog, he growled so happily the contender

Eventually Caesar wasn't able to jump quite

would usually scurry away confused and bested.

as high as he used to. He seemed to pee on himself more often in light winds. Then, when he was

If the challenger forced the issue, Caesar would
walk off to attend to other concerns. Once, on a
trip to the country, Caesar chased a rabbit down

about five years old, he walked in front of a speed-

with the long, sleek strides of a Breeder's horse,

about $1750 worth of damage to the car-not an

his tongue flopping against his face. When he

easy thing to do to a Ford at the time. It was weird

caught up to the rabbit, he hesitated for the briefest

because he was looking straight at the car when it
was bearing down on him. My father marked it up

of moments, unsure of how to snatch the creature

ing yellow Ford Maverick. Caesar died and caused
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to Caesar's inherent stupidity, but it always seemed
to me that the dog knew exactly what he was doing.
Caesar probably did just think the Maverick
would stop for him, but something happened to me
recently that changed the way I thought about the
dog and how he died: I turned thirty-one. There is
something strangely ominous about not being thirty
anymore. It's like having graduated from school
and realizing that something wonderful is completely over and will never occur to you again .
Things begin to happen. You no longer party, you
drink. And when you drink, you find yourself lost
somewhere in the past wondering what the hell
happened to you. The problem is not so much that
life is now over at thirty, but that the downhill side
of life is so long with the pavement stretching endlessly before you. You'll begin to wonder whether
you'll ever be happy again or whether you were
really happy in the first place. You'll question your
memory and wonder whether happiness is something you can only remember and never experience.
And this goes on in the full view of thirty to forty to
fifty more years of these questions. You will begin

.
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to understand that you'll never be the person you
once were or thought you would turn out to be.
The point I'm getting at is that everything
you've heard about maturing is crap. Youth really
is all there is to life. When you hit a point somewhere past thirty, something clicks and you begin
to see fissures that have been working into your
life. In The Crack Up, Fitzgerald says he cracked
prematurely and he is now going to have to work
on a smile to present to the world. But I think if he
really had looked back on his life, he would have
found the fissures working their way into him early
on. Indeed, for many of us, the fissures start very
early. I recently received from my mother photos
of me as a child; they began at three months of
age, and continued through my high school graduation. It is incredible to see how the unmarred smile
of a three-month -old baby produced by some
squeaky rubber duck off-camera slowly erodes in
the span of a couple of years into a fissured smirk.
By the age of three, I had the look of someone who
would never be happy in life. I don't know what
happened; I'm not even saying anything happened
at all. Maybe that's just the way I was meant to be.

It's not something I like to think about much, but I

your wife will move and touch your leg, and you will

think more of us are that way than anyone cares to

feel like you have plunged into an electrified pool,

think.

and you will hear the beat of your fading heart, and
I know what you're thinking: this is just more

in an intense second, you will hate her like you've

complaining from a group that couldn't even earn
the title of "Generation X"; this is more whining from

never hated anyone before because you will never
make her happy either, and then your feelings will

the well-fed. But I'm telling you that this kind of

collapse into the disconnected pseudo-emotions of

thinking is going to happen to you. You won't get
many warnings like this. You see, you'll be having

your life. You'll still make a final check of your alarm
clock, even though you know you'll wake up five

an argument with your spouse and realize you've

minutes before the fucking thing goes off. And then

had the same argument before but you can't stop

your life will fade into the dulling blackness of a

even though you know you'll have the same stupid

dreamless sleep.

argument again and again until one of you dies.

So if you are under thirty, toss this babbling

Or maybe you'll forget your kid's name while she is

aside, drop out of school, and go do something with

telling you about her day because you'll see she
has inherited the same pathetic mediocrity that was

your life. You really won't use those equations, and
nobody really gives a rat's ass about the imagery

passed on to you. Or maybe college girls won't
look at you in stores, except to see whether you

in The Scarlet Letter. That shit is only around to
keep aging lives full of busy-work. Get out while

work there.

you still can. Go to Europe on your parent's credit

Yes, something will happen, and you'll know

card, have unprotected anal sex, drop acid, and

when it hits, because there's no feeling like it in the

drive really fast with your lights off. And be sure to

world. Maybe you'll be lucky, and it'll happen to

take the curves hard if it's been raining. Shit in the

you later in your thirties. Maybe you can even make

swimming pool, fart on an elevator, write your name

it to your forties, but it will happen. One day you'll

in the snow. Do something, do anything. Suck the

go to bed drunk and wake up old. Your body will

nitrous out of whipped cream containers as you walk

be sagging, and upkeep will get expensive. You'll

through the Krogers, eat three Big Macs and

feel something on the back of your legs and realize

bungee jump, cut into lines, and tell old people to

it's just you. You will ask yourself what happened

go to hell. They're just waiting to die anyway. Go

to your life.

on, damage yourself. Pop your brain. See how

But I have neglected the best part. You'll

much beer you can drink in an hour, do a shotgun,

have to sleep with yourself, too. At some point you'll

snort a line, ride the pony, get whacked out, eat all

be lying in bed thinking abut the fragmented hopes

the red pills today. Say "fuck it." This ain't some-

that have become the failure of your life-I'm not

thing that keeps. And when you feel the time is

talking about the daily disappointments of human
existence, but the life-dreams that each person has

right, when everything worthwhile is behind you1'm talking about that day you wake up old-walk

for his or her self. Your failures will be flashed like

in front of a Ford driven by an old person, and see

Prufrock's nerves upon a screen and then suddenly

what kind of damage you can do to that car.
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knew the stories; indeed, his greatest dream was
that they would be true.
Eddie spent his time roaming the forest, finding cozy tree trunks and depressions to curl up in
with his precious books. Other days, he went hunting for squirrels and rabbits. He lived in a fantasy
world, and this set him apart from others his age.
Eddie dreamed of ghosts and spirits in a different
way than the rest. He longed for them. To witness
evidence of the supernatural, of a life after the physiThe darkness, like a vast cloud it churned
low and impatiently on the horizon. Overshadowing the land, it crept slowly, purposefully, toward
Eddie. It wanted him, it sensed his need, the emptiness inside his soul.
*

* * *

Three miles up Moccasin Holler, across a
small stream, loomed Bald Mountain. In a sea of
light it was the one dark spot, or so the legend went.
Bald Mountain, physically, was no different from any
other oversized hill on Flattop Ridge, except for the
bald top, which was unusual for a mountain of such
modest elevation. For about a quarter of a mile, no
trees or bushes were to be found, only grass and
weeds. Bald Mountain was not steep, but gradually sloped upward until it formed the wide plateau
at the top. The townsfolk rarely ventured there.
On hunting trips they would avoid it, often walking
miles out of the way so as not to have to see it
even from a distance.
Eddie lived in the town of Dante, about four
miles from Flattop Ridge. He loved the woods,
especially Bald Mountain. The sixteen-year-old
relished the fact that his parents and the rest of the
townsfolk were as superstitio us as they were.
Though he had never been there, the mysterious
ambiance of the place drew him like a magnet. He
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cal death, of something else besides this dreary
existence, would be colossal to Eddie.
*

* *

*

Eddie sat on a tree stump one lazy spring
day, reading a book of ghost stories. This particular book contained accounts of the supernatural
unique to the region in which Eddie lived. He heard
footsteps behind him and turned to see the
neighbor's rather large ten-year-old son, Bobby,
ambling toward him. He closed the book, moaning
in aggravation. "What do you want Bobby?"
"Nothin'," Bobby mumbled, as he looked over
Eddie's shoulder. "Whatcha' reading?" he asked.
"Stories, stuff you wouldn't understand."
"Oh, yeah?" Bobby said indignantly. "Bet I
would. What kind of stories?"
"Ghost stories." Eddie grinned wickedly as
he looked at Bobby's pudgy face turn white. "Want
to hear one?"
Bobby grasped the straps of his coveralls,
pulling himself up to his full height. "Yeah," he stammered. "You can't scare me."
The people of Dante were a superstitious
lot. Most had never ventured more than a few miles
away from their birthplace, and all knew the legends passed down from generation to generation.
They were real to them and became real to their
children.

Jon Fuller. The 1000-Yard Stare
Eddie said, "Ever heard of a place called
Bald Mountain?"

for the younger boy's benefit. Bobby only stared
at Eddie, his mouth open in anticipation. "Long,

"Uh, yeah. I've heard of it," Bobby said, as
he began gathering a pile of leaves in front of Eddie.
He then sat down, folding his hands around his

long ago, Dante was established as a base. A base
so the mountain men could look for gold. The Indi-

drawn-up knees.

ans who lived here didn't like that at all. So they
killed them, every one." Eddie paused for effect.

"Well, Bobby, what do you know of this
place?" Eddie asked.

Bobby was clearly terrified. Good, Eddie mused.
A good scare would keep the younger boy from

"It's ... it's haunted," Bobby stuttered. "Isn't
it?"
"Yes, it is haunted. But there's more, so
much more." Eddie laughed his most sinister laugh

bothering him for a while.
Eddie continued, "So the Indians had to find
a place to bury all the bodies. They couldn't dig a
hole deep enough, so they piled them up and
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covered them with dirt. These piles are called burial
mounds. And Bald Mountain is the biggest!"
Bobby's eyes were wide as saucers. "And there,
there the dead walk again." Eddie made his best
ghost noise, and it was clear Bobby wanted to go
home. "So when people go there, they never come
back. And if they do, they come back mad, crazy,
insane, babbling about spirits and devils until they
die of sheer terror from dreams that none can describe except the demons causing them." Eddie
stopped, quite proud of himself.
Bobby stood and tried to display bravery,
even though his face was pasty white from fear.
''That's not so scary."
Eddie jumped at this saying, "Yeah? Let's
go, now. We'll see if anything's up there."
Bobby backed away. "Nah, I think supper's
ready." He turned and ran through the woods toward home.
Eddie smiled. Good story, he thought. Some
of it was in the book. Some of it was not. It was
stories like these that kept people of Dante away
from Bald Mountain for so long. That was fine with
Eddie. He planned to go there someday, someday
soon.
*

* * *

Eddie was smaller, always smaller, than his
peers. A wiry, freckled redhead with big ears, he
was constantly being picked on by his classmates
who were bigger and stronger than he. His lack of
size, compounded by spending most of his free time
reading and doing well in school, made him ready
prey for bullies. Among those, Butch Cantrell was
the worst. Often, when Butch would pass Eddie in
the halls, he would shout some profanity about
Eddie for all to hear. He would say how he wanted
to fight the nerd, but the nerd was chicken. Then
everyone laughed. Eddie would just lower his head
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and look into his locker, wishing he were small
enough to jump inside and close the door. Eddie
was always too afraid to look at all those people
who were surely looking at him. But he knew who
they were, each and every one, and Butch's mocking face loomed the largest. They were the popular ones, and Eddie was not. He told a teacher
once, long ago. That did little good because Butch
was always being punished for something. The
day after Eddie told was worse than before because
''tattletale" became another name the kids could call
him.
His parents either knew nothing of his plight,
or chose to ignore it. When they were not working,
they were scolding him. He feared they did not
love him. Eddie avoided them when he could, because he felt he was an inconvenience to them.
He didn't have a friend in the world. Nobody loved
him, nobody cared-nobo dy in the world.
* * * *

The darkness sensed his interest. It sensed
his despair slowly building inside like water in a
boiling pot ready to burst its lid. It sensed his hatred of people, all the people, who made his life a
living hell.
* * * *

Bald Mountain loomed ominously in the distance. The night was warm but not humid. The
moon shone full in all its glory, creating an eerie
glow across the forest. The wind blew softly, ruffling Eddie's hair as he walked. The crickets and
frogs chirped a song all their own. The night was
beautiful, if darkness can ever be truly beautiful.
His parents were used to his all-night hunting trips,
though, if they had known his destination, they
would surely have forbidden them.

He walked by the light of the moon, a flashlight in his pocket. He was doing something he felt
he had to do. It felt like his destiny. Surprisingly,
he felt little fear. When it came to things involving
people, Eddie was hopelessly weak and powerless
to defend himself. But he was not going to be afraid
of those pitiful legends he grew up with. If there
were spirits and ghosts, well, they could not harm
him, being spiritual and not physical. In fact, if a
spirit appeared to him and talked to him, then he
would talk right back to it, and not shriek and run
like his bigger but more cowardly peers. He was
brave for his small size. He thought of the story he
had told Bobby. What if it were true? What if the
dead did walk on top of the mountain?
When Eddie reached the foot of the mountain, he turned his flashlight on. He had never been
here before, and he needed the flashlight to spot
landmarks so he could find his way back. It was
getting chilly, so he zipped up his blue jacket. The
ascent began slowly. Bald Mountain was not very
steep, but Eddie spent much of his energy fighting
the underbrush. The crack of the twigs as he
crushed them with his feet, and the rustle of the
leaves of the bushes as he made his way through
them, became the only sounds he could hear.
Eddie stopped.
Silence. Complete silence.
No crickets chirping. No owls or frogs or
any other creatures making their noises of the night;
only the wind could be heard howling through the
trees below. Eddie drew quick breaths. He wiped
his sweaty palms on his pants. He wanted to turn
around and run. But no, he would see this through.
Courage. Eddie shivered. It seemed the air had
gotten much colder since he left. A few hundred
yards up, the underbrush finally gave way to a few

until the shrubs gave way to a large, flat area where
only grass grew. He had reached the summit. Bald
Mountain was not a mountain. It was a hill. The
Indians had, no doubt, used this place to bury their
dead, as the stories said. This hill, thousands of
years ago, had probably been a mound as high as
the large trees grew now. Eddie had read about
Indian mounds before. He smiled as he thought of
the somewhat altered story he had told Bobby. The
Indians buried their dead here, layer after layer, until
it grew to the level it is today.
He walked slowly to the center of the grassy
area and turned off his flashlight. Courage. His
mind was racing with frantic speculation, but, emotionally, he felt surprisingly calm. Whatever happened would happen. There was nothing he could
do now. Eddie knew of nobody else who would do
what he was doing, and that made him feel brave.
He stood on the threshold of the unknown, the edge
of the bottomless pit; and whatever he found there
was his to keep. Whatever the fear, whatever the
horror of his discovery, it would be worth it if only to
be braver than all the rest, if only to get a glimpse
of the realm beyond.
He stood, feet spread, arms extended, head
back, and hair flying in the wind, waiting for something, anything, to happen. Nothing. Eddie's spirits sank as he breathed an unconscious sigh of relief. In his heart, didn't he know that-that, ultimately, there was nothing? What he could not see
had always fascinated him, but hadn't he always
known that the supernatural did not exist, had never
existed?
He began to walk slowly across the field,
tears forming in his eyes. Of all places, this would
be the place. Was it not haunted? Was it not sa-

small shrubs. The trees that grew below did not
grow here. Eddie found the hike through the shrubs

cred? But no. The bodies underneath him were
nothing but masses of decomposed flesh-dirt. And
so he would become. There were no ghosts. When

to be easy, as the hill leveled off more and more

he died he would cease to exist. The hardest thing
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was trying to reconcile that fact to a mind that had
difficulty perceiving non-existence. Aren't we so
full of ourselves, Eddie thought, to think that we
will somehow keep existing even when this body is
a worthless pile of dirt?
It was the slowest walk of his life, that walk
to the end of the field. Then, just as he reached the
edge, the wind suddenly began to pick up. It increased steadily until Eddie could no longer stand
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for fear of being literally blown away. Was this it?
Was this the realm of the unknown come to tell him
that it was indeed there? His heart pounded at the
mere thought of it. A rush of exhilaration flowed
through him. And to think I was about to walk away,
he mused. But this could be nothing. The wind
had blown hard before, though he could not remember it blowing this hard.
Eddie dropped to his knees and clutched the

grass. The wind continued to blow in his face until
the pressure became almost unbearable. At this
point, there was no doubt in his mind that this was
something special. He grimaced at the thought of
the skin being slowly peeled from his face and body.
He wondered whether the Indians who once inhabited these woods ever skinned people alive. Perhaps they did that to people who invaded their sacred burial grounds. Would he see the ghost of a
dead Indian?
Eddie thought of home. He suddenly wanted
to be there, sleeping in his bed, dreaming dreams
of himself in a powerful body, beating Butch to a
bloody pulp. As Eddie shivered, buffeted by the
icy wind, he sensed something behind him, and a
chill went up and down his spine! Perhaps it was
nothing, but he knew what he had to do. He would
have to turn around and face it, because the thought
of running with some monster behind him terrified
him even more than the prospect of facing such a

thing so vast, so inconceivably beautiful, that any
actual experience would be a letdown.
But this, this dark thing , this faceless creature looked to be the epitome of evil. It seemed a
black hole sucking up any small fragment of light
that dared to go near it. Eddie was terrified, yet not
devoid of reason, as the others must have become;
for there had to be others, he thought. The legends were no doubt precipitated by this creature
who, for some reason, liked to haunt this cursed
place. It stood there as Eddie stared at it.
Then it spoke. "There was no need to be
frightened . I mean you no harm. I wish to speak
with you, and you must speak freely, for I know your
thoughts. That is the reason you are here." The
voice sounded clear, concise, and tolerably loudlow, but not the guttural sound one would expect
from a demon. It could read his thoughts. That
was terrifying, but Eddie had no choice but to obey

around on his knees, clutching the grass for support. His heart was trying to beat its way out of his

the spirit. It said it meant him no harm, and Eddie
had no choice but to believe. His fear subsided a
bit as he resolved to speak with this thing and to
know what it wished of him. He had the courage
of a person who knows his fate and is willing to

chest. His breath came in short gasps. This was
ridiculous. He could stand it no longer. Eddie had

accept it, no matter what it may be; for he had no
control over what happened now.

to see; he had to know. Midway around, with the
wind at his side, he turned his head and looked

"Are ... are you the Devil?" Eddie asked ,
his voice suddenly weak. Well, the thing could read

toward the center of the field.
A scream pierced the darkness, and the wind

his thoughts anyway, and if it was going to be offended, it would have been offended whether he
said it or not. He would speak his mind. He had no
choice.

creature; although neither sounded particularly
appealing at this moment. He slowly began to turn

stopped as suddenly as it had begun. Eddie saw
the dark figure of a man standing in the center of
the clearing. It was faceless and bodiless, black
against the moonlit semi-dark. Eddie , on his knees,
his mouth still open from the scream that seemingly stopped the wind, stared at this thing. All his
life he had dreamed of this, so why was he so sad?
Was this not what he wanted, something supernatural? Perhaps it was just the fact that he had
always dreamed of the unknown as being some-

''That's such a harsh word." The creature
actually sounded hurt.
''Then you are?" Eddie replied, his bravery
increasing. He had guessed right if it was telling
him the truth. But then it could be toying with him.
Eddie thought of a cat playing with the paralyzed
but live body of a mouse before the actual killingrolling it around like a ball of yarn on the floor,
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trying to decide how best to kill it.
"I am the evidence of things not seen. I am
the nightmares you cannot remember when you
wake up. I am Lord of this Earth, Master of the
Legions of the Damned. I rule the night. I am the
Darkness." Eddie believed.

Eddie paused, pleased with himself.
"Go on," said the Devil.
''We only close our eyes to think so we can
see things with darkness as a perspective, I think.
It makes them vivid. You see, as I said before, it is
not the darkness alone that is beautiful, but the way
it makes us see things. It makes us concentrate

''The ... the darkness?" What a stupid thing
to say. It probably thought he was a fool.
"You mustn't be afraid. I am many things to

on the thing that is in the light." Eddie stopped
again. The thing just stared at him, as if he were

many people. Yes, I am the darkness most of all,
because it flees from the light, yet is beautiful in

crazy for stopping. He looked for a face, but none
was there, only darkness. He continued, "It makes

itself, as you yourself felt on the way here." So it
had followed him. That was not surprising, though

this thing clear, sometimes stunning, because the
darkness around everything else makes it all seem

it was unnerving. He had enjoyed most of the walk
here. But the Devil was not completely accurate.

so unattractive and meaningless, even though it all
would not be that way in the light."
"You've got it," the Devil shouted. "Precisely

What could he lose by speaking his mind?
"Ah, but it is the light of the moon that is beautiful.
Darkness, in itself, could never give me pleasure

my point, and well said."

without light, because it is not the darkness itself
that is beautiful, but the things we can see in the

what bewildered by this. "I did not say that darkness itself is beautiful, only ... "

dark with only a little light. Darkness is there to
show us how beautiful light is."

"That darkness can help us see the light
better-which is exactly what I mean to do for you."

"Are you sure? The act of sleep is essential
to life and is done with the eyes closed, in the dark.

This was interesting. Now Eddie could see the point
of all this quite well. This thing was meant to help

Is that not true? And what of lovemaking under
cover of the night, or closing one's eyes to think?

him see something. It meant to reveal something
to him. Him! Whatever it was, he knew he would

Are not those associated with darkness?" It was
toying with him, surely. Its voice sounded rather

obey. He did not concern himself with the moral
questions of dealing with the Devil, if the creature

patronizing, almost rude. Eddie could not see the
point of all this, and it was starting to make him

was the Devil. He had heard of a God, but God
was not there, only the darkness, darkness that

uncomfortable.

wished to help him. There was not good or evil,
God or Satan. There were only two realms, the

"Darkness is the reason man doesn't sleep
in the day," he stammered. "We sleep to escape
the darkness, because we're creatures of the light.

"What do you mean?" asked Eddie, some-

physical realm and the spiritual one; and this creature from the spiritual realm was going to give Eddie

And while we're sleeping, we are dreaming of things
that always happen in the light. Humans hate total

guidance, and he was going to take it. Darkness
was good. Darkness helped us see the light.

darkness. As for lovemaking, what would it be without a little light to see by; and is not the act per-

"So you mean to help me see something

formed, not only for pleasure, but for the purpose
of bringing a child from total darkness into the light?"
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better than I can see it now?" he asked.
"I do."

"And you expect me to listen to you, a spirit

who claims to be the source of evil in the world?"
Eddie really did want to know the answer to this
question. What of a God? How could the master
of the damned possibly help him without sending
him reeling into hell himself? Was this a trick?
"I realize your doubts and believe me I do
not fault you for having them. After all, I have been
a source of great pain to many people. Yes, there
is a God, but He is the ruler of the heavens, not of
the earth. He Himself made me the ruler of this
world, for it is imperative that there be a mix of good
and evil to maintain a balance in the universe, which
is essential for peace and harmony in the order of
nature. You see, good is not necessarily the opposite of evil, and evil is not always the opposite of
good. They each have their advantages and disadvantages. Take a drink of wine, for instance.
There are those who would tell you that it is evil to
do so, yet Jesus himself turned water into wine as
His first miracle. There are many other examples
of this that I could give you, but I think you get the
point." It spoke patiently, as if teaching a student.
"Are you inherently evil, and if so, can you
possibly do anything that would be good for me?
Because if you are entirely evil, how can you create the good which you would be doing if you helped
me?"
"I AM the balance. That serves a useful purpose, which some would define as good."
"So what you do would be good for me?"
"In the scheme of things, yes."
"In YOUR scheme of things, or mine?" Eddie
was getting bold.
"In ours, of course. I mean to help you get
rid of a source of great evil to you, and, in so doing,

companionship. You haven't a friend in the world.
Tell me, could you truly say that you are loved? Do
your parents love you? Even if they did love you in
the way that one pretends to love because they
are supposed to, is it real? What have they ever
done for you beyond what is expected and required
by law? What has anyone ever done for you but
cause you pain?"
It was right, in everything. Eddie's whole
life had been one of exclusion. It was as if he viewed
the world around him from a vantage point that always kept him from being a part of it all, an impenetrable glass wall, if you will. He thought of Butch
and the others. He thought of the shoves, the namecalling, and the time Butch toilet-papered his car.
He thought of walking those halls, rubbing shoulders with people who looked down on him and spitefully excluded him from their lives. Eddie was a
freak. He thought of his parents. What parents?
They were always gone. They didn't know him.
Nobody knew the real Eddie.
Nobody cared-e xcept the Devil. He was
alone in the universe with one friend, and what a
powerful friend to have. His friend spoke again.
"Finally, you see the light. You have reached the
bottom, the epitome of despair, and you need the
aid of the darkness to get you out of it. I offer you
my hand. Will you take it?"
A surge of emotion swept through Eddie's
very soul. "Yes! Yes! You are the answer to all my
dreams. You, the darkness that I cannot see. You
are the most beautiful being I have ever laid eyes
upon. Help me. Help me see the light. I am yours
to command." Eddie, on his knees the entire time,
lowered his head to the still immovable human form

give myself a degree of satisfaction in helping a
creature as pathetic as you."

of his friend, the friend with no face-or body; or
was it too dark to tell? A peace came over him like

'What exactly do you mean by that?"
'Well, it is obvious you are not physically
strong, and that you are lonely and desperate for

no other peace he had ever felt. It had been there
ever since he first saw this being, and Eddie knew
now that the being had been working on him,
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tempting him to submit to it, during the entire time.
It was now a part of him, and he knew that it would
help him do whatever it wished of him.
''Tell me the name of your worst tormentor."

Eddie thought about the events of the past
night, and wondered if they had been dreamed.
Something deep inside told him they had not. Was

Surely it knew. It had to. It could read his mind. To
name one among legions, to try to single out one

the thing at the top of the mountain the Devil? And
if it was not, if it had lied to him, did it matter? What
mattered was the power the thing possessed. It

person who did him wrong more than all the others. Eddie mused, then smiled wickedly.

was going to do something to Butch. It wanted
Butch tonight, and Eddie was going to have to see

"Butch," he said.

to that.

"Bring him here, to me, tomorrow night."
Then it was gone. Eddie heard all the sounds of
the forest that he could not hear before, during the

Butch was up to his normal torments, but
Eddie had a surprise for him. He took the abuse
patiently until after school. Then, when Butch was

conversation. He heard the crickets, and the wind
blowing, whispering through the trees. No more

walking to the bus, Eddie approached him. "Hey,
meathead!" Butch turned around and realized

black hole. No more pure darkness. The light of
the moon shined where his friend had been.

Eddie was the only kid who could have said that.

Slowly, he stood up. It was as if waking from
a dream. Was it a dream? He cleared the
cobwebs in his mind. No. It had been too
real, and he was sure he could not have fallen
asleep on top of a hill. It had happened. The
experience was real, as real as the feeling of
peace that still enveloped him. He would bring
Butch here, somehow. What would it do to
Butch? Eddie did not care. He had peace
when he thought of all the possibilities. Peace
soothed his conscience, which would otherwise have balked at these endless ... possibilities.
****

The next day, at school, Eddie was tired
from the long night. When he had finally gotten home, he did not wake his parents. This
morning, his dad asked him where he had
gone last night. He said that he was hunting.
He did not question him further. He could have
told them the truth, that he had met with the
Devil himself, and they would not have cared.
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"You couldn't be talking to me. 'Cause if you
are, I'm going to mash your face into the concrete."
"Yes, I'm talking to you. I'm tired of your
crap. I'm tired of taking it. I want to fight you, but
not now."
Butch laughed, a soft, mocking laugh. "Okay,
when, nerd boy? If it were anyone but you, I'd think
you were serious."

grass atop Bald Mountain, waiting for the inevitable
meeting between Butch and his friend. He thought
about what could happen tonight; and he knew that,
whatever happened, his life would be changed drastically by the event. To be the beneficiary of aid
from the spiritual ruler of the earth made him feel
special, blessed. Eddie thought of that and many
other things during his time alone atop the hill. He

"I am serious!" Eddie was shouting. How
dare he laugh? He hated Butch. He wanted him to
suffer for all the hurt he and all the others had

thought of God and the Bible stories he had been
told as a small child. He thought of the Biblical

caused him.
Butch quit laughing. He drew back his fist
and punched Eddie in the mouth, knocking him to
the ground. Eddie rubbed his chin, biting his lip to

was indeed the same Devil who tempted Eve in
the garden. Did God know what was going on?
Did He care? Should he inquire further into these
questions? No. These thoughts were disturbing

keep from crying. Butch started toward him. 'Wait,"
Eddie said. 'Wait until tonight."

the profound peace he had been experiencing until now. His friend would not like it, surely, if he

'When and where?" Butch acted impatient.
Eddie lowered his voice a bit. "On top of
Bald Mountain, tonight at dark." He looked Butch

knew Eddie had been having these thoughts.
He waited for sundown, thinking of the night
and the darkness and the Devil, and Butch on an

in the eye and slowly rose to his feet.
"Bald Mountain," he whispered. 'Why not
somewhere else?"

altar with a knife in his heart and blood gushing
from the wound. But in his vision, Butch was not
dead-he was screaming at the top of his lungs,

"I said Bald Mountain. You're not scared,
are you?" Eddie taunted.

screaming for mercy-somethi ng about heat, being hot, a drink of water, ice, something to protect

"No. No, I'm not scared if you're not."
''Then I'll meet you at the top tonight."

Satan, and wondered if what he had seen last night

him from the hordes of ghastly demons taking him
somewhere far away, somewhere where he would

''Tell you what, I'll come to the bottom and
shout for you. If you answer me, then I'll come up.

no longer bother Eddie. He suddenly woke as if
from a trance. These dreams were surely not com-

If not, you will see me tomorrow in school." Butch
smiled at this.

ing from him. Then the familiar peace enveloped
him in its loving arms. What if they were his? So

"Fine." Eddie watched Butch board the bus
and thought about that peace he felt. Tonight! All

what. Butch deserved whatever happened to him.

his problems would be over, tonight.

Strangely, Eddie did not care whether the Devil was
the one to dish it out, or he himself. Either way, he
was at peace.

****

The night ultimately was the victor over the
day. It seemed too much for the feeble sun, push-

It seemed the sun would never set. It hung
suspended in the sky to spite Eddie. He hated it.

ing it over the horizon out of sight like a lazy maid
sweeping trash under the carpet. When the sun's

When would the darkness come? He sat on the

away the demons will play; and this was a night for
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all the dark ambitions hidden in the recesses of the
mind to be fulfilled with the help of the Prince of

It hung suspended a foot above the heart of Butch,
ready to take the plunge. Then the Devil was talk-

Darkness himself. Eddie was alert, and ready. He
heard Butch's shout. "Hey, nerd boy! Are you up
there?"

ing to Eddie.
"I have given you the tools, my child. You
must do the rest. Do not worry about saving your

"Yes, I'm here." Eddie shouted back, a sinister grin creeping across his face, for he could see
the unmistakable figure of his friend standing where

soul, for it is already mine. In doing this, you will
send his soul to the bottomless pit where I will torment him for eternity." This was too much for Eddie

he had stood before. "We're here," he whispered

to take. Tears streamed down his face. He would
have to kill another human being. But it was Butch,
and Eddie realized that all the heartache and pain

to himself.
"Ah, I'm glad to see you've come," it said.
"He's coming, I suppose?"
"Yes, he's coming."
'Who are you talking to up there?" Butch
shouted from over halfway up. It did not take long
to scale the hill.
"Nobody."
'Well, I don't know why you chose this place
to get yourself beat up, but I guess it's as good as
any." Butch's voice carried up the hill. "I never

he had endured over the painful spasm of his life
were manifested in this pitiful hunk of meat. He
would kill this monster suspended before him, and,
in so doing, send his own pain plummeting into hell
with it. ''Take the knife," the Devil, his friend, was
talking to him again, "and send it into the heart of
your enemy." And Eddie did ....
****

believed those stories about this place." Butch was
clearly a little nervous. His voice was shaking as
he talked during the rest of the climb. "Since when
did you get the nerve to come up here after dark?

The light of the moon did not shine because
of the clouds, but the Devil was gone, gone with
the spirit of Butch, whose body lay still in the gro-

Well, I'm at the top, I guess, and I still don't see
you. Where are you?" Then, he saw the shadow,
and Eddie standing beside it, not more than ten

tesque form where it fell. Eddie, on his knees beside the body, still clutched the beautiful knife. He
wept. Where was his friend now, when he most

feet away. 'What the ... "
"Hello, Butch," Eddie said. "I'm glad to see

needed comfort? The peace was gone, and all he
felt was dread, a cold morbid dread. Murderer! Was
that what he was now? But the Devil made him do

you've come. Meet my friend, the Devil."
Butch would have laughed if he were not
immediately suspended horizontally in midair by
hands he could not see. Butch screamed-the
most chilling, bloodcurdling scream Eddie had ever
heard. It seemed to Eddie the whole countryside
must have heard. It stopped abruptly, as an invisible hand covered Butch's lips. The look of sheer
horror on his enemy's face was enough to give
Eddie cold chills. A knife appeared from nowherea beautiful knife, with jewels on its golden handle.
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it. Surely they would understand. A hand touched
his shoulder. Startled, Eddie turned around. It was
the police. Someone must have heard Butch
scream. There were two, and one of them took the
knife away while the other put him in handcuffs.
Eddie stared at the knife. It was his own
hunting knife, not the gold, jewel-studded dagger
he thought he had held! They led him away and he
did not look back. His problems were not gone;
they were only greater. The Devil had deceived

him. Why would a friend do that to him? There
was no need to think about it now. It was too late.

There couldn't be. His life was ruined. He was
going to die at the age of twenty-three for a crime

****

committed out of despair. Eddie replayed it over
and over in his mind, and he still could not remember the body falling to the ground. Yet he was sure

He lay on his bunk and stared at the cold,
gray walls of the prison cell. After eight years on
death row, he was slowly going mad, and he knew
it; so he forced himself to stop thinking about the
Devil, and God, and all those supernatural nuisances. He had killed Butch, and that was all that
mattered. Did it matter that he was going to die,
that the judge had sentenced him to death for murder in the first degree?
He was sixteen then, too young to die. But
the prosecutors had argued something about the
brutality of the crime warranting the death penalty.
Eddie had tried to plead insanity, but it did not work.
They said he was not insane at the time. Then, he
was sure of his story. He was sure he had been
encountered by the great Satan himself. But now,
he was not so sure. He was the oppressed kid
turned violent on his persecutor. The Devil "encounter" had surely been a cruel trick of his imagination. There was no Devil, and no God either.

Butch was suspended somehow when he stabbed
him. Delusions. Delusions of an insane man. They
haunted him day and night.
They finally came to get him at dawn. The
last appeal had been rejected. It was time to die.
He cried mindlessly while being led to the electric
chair. It was all a blur-the somber-faced guards,
the preacher reading something. They strapped
him in. He had little sanity left from thinking about
death for eight years. The Devil had him now, if
there was a Devil.
Then, in the moment before the fatal jolt, a
voice spoke to Eddie. "It is not the darkness itself
that is beautiful, but the way in which it makes us
see things. Soon you will see the light and the light
will lead you to me."
The switch came down-a nd Eddie went
with it-into total darkness.
Somewhere, far away, the Devil laughed. He
had won again.

.
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It usually happens
When I feel pretty good.
The rhythm is there:
Thumming. Like a two-pronged plug
of music in my ears.
From the knees down, absolute precision,
One swoop in front of the other
In front of the other.
Nike would be proud.
Cars noiseless as they pass.
People staring, hosing, pruning,
Pushing whirring silence over the grass.
Wishing they were. Wishing they did.
At least I pretend that as I speed up
past certain houses every time.
The red-gravel flower bed:
Strong, long stride.
The purple hollyhocks:
shake arms out.
The corner lot with puppies:
gliding past the side street.
And I never hear it coming.
It isn't me they're watching.
There's a real runner passing.
In a neon outfit,
(Shouldn't there be a big number somewhere?)
And if I turned my rhythm off,
It would be swish, swish, swish
Of the matching nylon jacket.
Like some flying insect trying to take off.
Bright shoes. Brighter glasses.
And the spit.
Watch out for the spit.
Kinda like runnin' behind horses.
Legs longer than my body;
Pulse around 40 at a 6-minute pace;
Probably.
No music. No lookin' from the knees down.
Just runnin'.
It usually happens when I feel pretty good
That some psycho-marathon moth reminds me;
This is an art.
And I'm a fingerpainter.
But fingerpainting's fun.
And I don't have to wear
Those little shorts.
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and a large nose. He was intelligent and knew electronic theory better than anyone else on board the

3rrd Place
Non-Fiction

Survival

of the Humorist

ship, but he was lazy and did not have the patience
for working on the equipment. He would work on a
piece of gear for thirty minutes, then get frustrated
and give up.
Jackson and I stood many watches together
in Combat. We had the same warped sense of
humor, and when we were together, there was noth-

This is a story about a few crew members of
the USS Kittiwake and how they used sarcastic
humor to relieve stress and pass the slow, unevent-

ing and no one that was sacred. We would put
down each other's sisters, girlfriends, and even
mothers. The whole purpose was to get a laugh
and see who could get the better of the other. When

ful weeks and sometimes months at sea.
Most of the joking around took place in "Com-

someone did not have a comeback or they said
something to the effect of "screw you," you knew
who had won.

bat"-the compartment of the ship where the numerous weapons systems, search radars, and other

Another crew member who shared our sick
sense of humor was RM1 Strong (also known as

devices used to find and destroy the enemy were
located. The Kittiwake was a submarine-rescue
ship-a noncombata nt-so the only type of offense

·"Dragon Breath" because of his bad breath). Strong
was an African-American of average height and
build. He was bald by choice, and he spit inadvert-

or defense it had consisted of two side-mounted
.SO-caliber machine guns. The only pieces of equip-

ently while talking. He worked in "Radio" (the communication center on board ship), so every mes-

ment in our Combat were a surface-search radar
and a sonar (made back in World War 11). There

sage sent or received came through him. On a
regular basis, he came into Combat to deliver mes-

were also two large, metal work tables, used while
plotting ship movements. The fifteen-by-fifteen-foot

sages and to "throw down" (Strong's description of
verbal warfare).

room was kept at a constant temperature of fifty
degrees. The lights were always off to prevent glare

He and Jackson would start putting each
other down, and while doing that, Jackson would

on the radar screen, so the only illumination in the
compartment was an eerie green glow from the

grab a mop and act like he was mopping up Dragon

radar sweeps.

Breath's drool. Strong would then tell him to watch
out where he was swinging his head because his

While underway, I stood watch every day in
Combat. Half the time there was little or nothing to

nose might knock a drink off the table, or worse,
put someone's eye out. He called Jackson ''Tou-

do, so the way my shipmates and I kept ourselves
conscious and made the watch go by was to make

can Sam" once, and from then on that was his
name.

wisecracks about each other.

Another time the three of us were sitting
around talking about the ship's upcoming fund-

My best friend on the ship was ET2 Jackson. He was tall , with a slender build . His appearance was slightly geekish because of his glasses

raiser. There was going to be an election of sorts.
In this election, the ten top vote-getters had to scrub
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the ship with soap and water, and then paint it while
everyone else watched and heckled. The rules for
the election were simple. Anyone from Captain
down to the lowest-ranking enlisted man was eligible. You could vote as many times as you liked,
but each vote cost fifty cents.
Since this was an election, Jackson, Strong,
and I thought it should have campaign posters. One
of our victims was crewman Hardy. Everyone knew
him as "Rex Loggerhead" (named after a species
of turtle with a large head). We drew a caricature
that showed him trying- unsucc essfull y-to get into
a voting booth; his head was too large to fit through
the door. The lettering beneath the drawing read,
"Since Rex can't vote for himself, we need you to
vote for him."
Anothe r person the three of us made a
poster for was ET1 Newhard. To everyone, including the Captain, he was known as "ET1 Whinehard."
This was because of his constant complaining and
whining. He was a spineless man with an annoying voice that sounded as if he were talking through
his nose. He had only eight more years until retirement, so we also called him "LIFER "-mean ing one
who plans on making the military a career (LIFER
stood for LAZY IGNOR ANT F - EXPECTING
RETIREMENT).
Whinehard destroyed far more equipment
than he ever repaired. Consequently, our superior
gave him an administrative job to keep him from
burning down Radio. The last attempt he made to
repair a piece of equipment involved a transmitter
with a short. The short caused the gear to trip its
circuit breake r every time you turned it on. His idea
of troubleshooting was to turn off the lights in Radio. Then, while wearing welding goggles, he would
turn the equipment on and off to see where the arc
originated.
For Newhard's poster, Jackson, Strong, and
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I drew a true-to-life cartoon of him. It included his
Coke-bottle glasses, beady eyes, and sideburns.
On the bottom there was a "Whine List'' made to
look like a wine list. The list had all his ailments
and complaints. It listed, for example, his bad back,
arthritis, and high blood pressure, among many
other afflictions. We modified a phrase from a wine
advertisement ("We will sell no wine before its time")
for his slogan: "If you are going to throw a party
don't forget the whine, ET1 Whinehard that is! He'll
whine before his time." Everyone loved it.
My day "in the barrel" (to receive payback)
came when I made the mistake of telling Toucan
about my bladder infectio n-a source of severe pain
when I urinated. Jackson decided to tell everyone
that I had a venereal disease. Dragon Breath came
in that night while I was on watch clappin g his
hands, insinuating that I had the clap, and calling
me "Drippy." Others called me "Fireball" and many
other names not worth repeating. Fortunately, none
of them stuck. The name-calling lasted for about a
week before it got old, and someone else became
the butt of all the jokes.
Most of this may sound cruel and insensitive, but it was not, because none of the ribbing
was meant to be taken seriously. When crew members did not care for their families or themselves
being put down, we respected their wishes and left
them or that subject alone.
There were quite a few long days and nights
that went by in my six years in the Navy. My shipmates and I made fun of anyone and everything
because we would have been climbing the walls or
been at each other's throats if we had not. If you
think I'm exaggerating, then imagine having ninety
roommates in a room only twice the size of a classroom, with only three showers and three toilets for
everyo ne-and not being able to get out for a month
or more.

phies of Thomas More and Martin Luther. His novels include The Coming of Rain, Bound for the
Promised Land, and After the War, and he is currently working on two other novels set in East Ten-

Interview

On Immortality and

the:- Supreme
An Interview

Act of Creation:
with Richard Marius

nessee. One, tentatively titled A Point of Honor,
will deal with the region during the 1950's. Dr.
Marius is also completing a book about Martin
Luther, and is writing a play script for The Coming
of Rain.
On Monday, November 27 1995, Mockingbird had the opportunity to interview Richard Marius
via the Internet:

Richard Marius was born in Martel, Tennessee in 1933. Having spent his childhood in rural
East Tennessee, he earned a B.S. (summa cum
laude) in journalism from the University of Tennes-

Mockingbird: You worked as an historian before
you started writing your Tennessee novels. Your

see in 1954. After working as a journalist, he returned to school, first attending the New Orleans

seem far removed from your sagas of the American South. What is the connection between Marius

Baptist Seminary, and then receiving a B.D. from
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in 1958.

the historian and Marius the fiction writer?

Also during this period (1956-57), he studied history at the University of Strasburg, France.

Richard Marius: I think the imaginative effort to
capture the past is much the same in my fiction

Unhappy with his seminary experiences,
Marius enrolled at Yale University to study the ancient Near East. His interests were swayed from
Near East studies, and in 1959 he received a M.A.
for his study of sixteenth-century European history.

and in my historical work. Of course, in the fiction,
I can make up things that I can't make up in writing

In 1962, he was awarded a Ph.D. for his studies of
Thomas More. Dr. Marius has taught history at

historical studies of Martin Luther and Thomas More

history. I've also always been interested in writing
fiction about ideas that I encountered in religionthe notion of predestination and fate, the sense of
guilt that people carry around with them, and the
larger question of whether some benign intelligence

Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania and at the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville. While at UT

guides the fortunes of the world. I do not believe
that such an intelligence exists. But I think the quest

Knoxville, he began to teach writing, and in 1978
he was hired to his present position as the Director

to discover it is one of the most important drives of
humankind. We would like to believe that our lives

of Expository Writing at Harvard University. Dr.
Marius plans to return to East Tennessee in 1999,
when he will hold the Wayne G. Basler Chair of

have·some larger meaning, something that reaches

Excellence for the Integration of the Arts, Rhetoric,
and Science at ETSU.

above time and death. Those were motives that
drove both Thomas More and Martin Luther. I've
discovered in writing the latest book on Martin
Luther, one in progress, that Luther came to disbe-

Richard Marius is the author of both fiction
and nonfiction works, including acclaimed biogra-

lieve in the traditional picture of hell. I think he came
to think that the soul was annihilated at death un45

less one was redeemed by God through Christ.
That is a Biblical view when you think about it. The
apostle Paul had no doctrine of hell. To him the
last enemy was death. The Jehovah's Witnesses

guess I'm a Southern writer. I may write about
something else someday. But my next two novels
are set in East Tennessee, and I have more to write
about my own region.

have good grounds on their side for saying that the
main line of scriptural teaching is that the souls of
the damned are forever destroyed. I think the
Jehovah's Witnesses, like other Biblical literalists,
are foolish, and I'm certainly not in favor of following them or any other Biblical fundamentalists. But
they do have a point, and Luther discovered much
the same thing.
The trouble is that it's difficult to believe in
heaven on the one hand and annihilation on the
other. And I think the prevailing sense of our culture is that this life is all there is, that neither heaven
nor hell exists, and that death is eternal. Yet we
hate to believe that life is like that, and human striving seeks something beyond-ev en when the
"something" does not exist. We also seek to understand just how much or how little responsibility
we have for the nature of our lives individually and

MB: Do you find that Southern writing is recognized widely outside of the South? What reactions
to your writing have you encountered outside the
region?
R.M.: Good Southern writing is always recognized.

The South is considered exotic by the rest of the
country, and Southern writing is read widely in the
North. I'd have to say that no writer working in
America now has the wide critical and popular acceptance that people like Hemingway and Faulkner
had in an earlier generation. The popular writers
now often do not have much critical acclaim, and
the acclaimed writers by the critics are not much
accepted by the public. But that's just the way it is.

collectively. These are finally religious questions,
whether in fiction or in history. Look at the wonder-

MB: You have written some immense works. After
the Warwas originally over 2,000 pages. How do
you keep up the momentum necessary to produce

ful book by Jack Higgs just out, God in the Stadium. In part it is the story of jocks who think that

a work of that size? How much time is spent in
rewriting and editing?

Almighty God, who cannot somehow keep Bosnian
children from being slaughtered, really cares about
whether somebody scores a touchdown for Jesus.

R.M.: I revise far too much. I work and work and
work at my books, and I ought to let them go much

That's a striving for ultimate meaning that is silly;
yet it goes on. When it's about more important is-

sooner. But that's just the way I am. I have no idea
how much time is spent in rewriting and editing.

sues than football, it becomes tragedy.

Almost as much time as I breathe, I guess.

MB: You have been called a "refugee from the
South," but your fiction deals mainly with the South.

MB: You have been quoted as calling the Fugitives (the famous writers' group at Vanderbilt in the

Do you consider yourself a "Southern" writer?

1920s) "a bunch of homegrown Nazis." Is that an
accurate quote? and, if so, would you please elabo-

R. M.: I think of myself as an East Tennessee writer,
but throughout the rest of the country, East Ten-

rate.

nessee is considered part of the South. So yes, I

R.M.: I have never cared much for the Fugitives.
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Did I call them "homegrown Nazis"? It sounds like
something I'd say in a fit of exasperation. They

make your mythical region distinctive?

were terrible on race, and they idolized the Confederacy in their writing. If the Confederates had

R.M.: I suppose Faulkner gives me a certain liberty to write about the same region again and again.

won, we would have had, as my former student
Edward Ayers says, South Africa in America. There

When I published The Coming of Rain, Bob Gottlieb
at Knopf told me never to write about East Tennes-

was nothing noble about the Confederate cause,
and I'm proud that our ancestors in East Tennessee stood for the Union. Andrew Lytle died the other

see again. I wrote Bound for the Promised Land
after that. But it begins in East Tennessee. And I

day. In the book I'll Take My Stand, he wrote with
wild enthusiasm about the yeoman farmer living in

find that when I think about East Tennessee, I'm
inspired.

his L-shaped house and having the blissful life. I
wonder how many yeoman farmers ever read Mr.
Lytle's books. And I wonder if he ever saw, as I
did, how poor and miserable life was for the iso-

MB: Which writers have most influenced your fiction? What advice would you give to those who

lated farmer. He did farm, but it was·all make-believe for him, I think. I don't think the Fugitives can

R.M.: It's hard to say who has influenced me most.

be praised for seeing the rise of the bad effects of
industrialism. They could imagine in the place of
modernity only a patriarchal and shut-in world where
romance took the place of reality in their minds. I
heard Mr. Lytle say one time that there had never
been a great literature that was not rooted in rural
life. To such lengths could a good mind sink! Maybe
I was wrong to say they were "homegrown Nazis,"
if indeed I did say that, and I don't necessarily deny
that I did say it. But they were part of that spirit that
engendered the Nazis-exalt ing "natural" life over
the corrupt elements of the city, extolling a kind of
racial superiority, and rejecting "modernist" art and
culture as decadent. They always seemed rather
silly to me. I think the only great piece of writing
that came out of their movement (and Robert Penn
Warren left it and was not much influenced by it; so
I don't include him) was Allen Tate's "Ode to the
Confederate Dead."

hope to become successful writers?

I've been a reader all my life, an avid reader of everything from the Bible to "Calvin and Hobbes." I
suppose Mark Twain may be my biggest influence
next to the King James Bible. I'm attracted to his
dark and profound vision of human life, his prodigious irony, and his long battle against the superficiality of American religion with all its claims to things
it does not really believe. I love Faulkner's musical
language, but he and I are otherwise not much alike.
(For one thing he was a genius.) I love Proust and
Joyce, and at one time I devoured Balzac. I think I
like Conrad's language better than that of anyone
else who wrote in English. Since childhood I've
read a lot of poetry. Just this week I ran into Allen
Ginsburg, and felt honored to meet him because I
read "Howl" years ago and thought it was wonderful, that he was the Whitman of our time. I love
poetry whether it's the iambic pentameter of a
Shakespearean play or Ginsburg's pounding assault on our sensibilities. The poet is the true genius; novelists are but shadows to those who can

MB: Your Bourbon County bears similarities to
Faulkner's Yoknapatawpha County. Are these simi-

find images to express the most vivid feelings of
our time. I even love the silly things we memorized

larities deliberate echoes? What characteristics

as children. But above all is the King James Bible
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which I read for pleasure as a child. I don't believe
that the Bible is inspired by God. But I believe it is

But it does give me much pleasure to think that a
century from now somebody may pull my books

inspired by some of the most profound impulses
that have stirred the human imagination through

down from the shelf (or pull them up from a computer database) and read them and that I will some-

all recorded time.

how live again.

MB: In 1992, you were asked why you write, and,
in answering , indicated that it gave you a sense of

MB: Are you planning to continue your cycle of
East Tennessee novels? What projects are you

immortality: "the fact it's there means that some-

working on now?

body can read it and you live again." Is gaining this
sense of immortality the main thing that compels
you to write fiction? If not, what is?
R.M.: That sounds like me in one of my romantic
moods. I write because I have to write, and I love

R.M.: I am deep in a novel about East Tennessee
in 1953 and 1954 that I call A Point of Honor. And
I'm about to finish a big book on Martin Luther. And
I'm working on a play script for The Coming of
Rain.

to write. It is for me the supreme act of creation.

The mockingbird, Tennessee's state bird, is an

insight and guidance, and the input and time-consum-

adaptive, creative songbird, with the ability to speak

ing effort of our literary and art staffs have been price-

in many different voices. We hope that this year's

less. Hearty thanks to Jeanne, "A.C.", Joy, Charmayne,

Mockingbird lives up to its namesake by providing a

Ginger, Shanda, Jeanette, Michael, and Justy. Our grati-

forum for the myriad creative and artistic voices em-

tude goes as well to all the folks at ETSU University

bodied in ETSU's student population.
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